ITEM  NO  PART NUMBER  QTY  DESCRIPTION  NOTES
1.  FE-00039-01  3  Midline  2" Green Gaffer’s Tape
2.  FE-00039-02  2  Spy box  2" White Gaffer’s Tape
3.  FE-00039-03  2  Starting line 2" White Gaffer’s Tape
4.  FE-00039-04  2  Starting line 2" White Gaffer’s Tape
5.  FE-00039-05  2  Alignment line  2" Green Gaffer’s Tape
6.  GE-16002  1  2016 field border assembly  See Drawing
7.  GE-16148  1  Outer Works 1  See Drawing
8.  GE-16149  1  Outer Works 2  See Drawing
9.  GE-16180  1  Inverter Game Piece
10.  GE-16241  4  Spacer, U-Bolt See Drawing
11.  HW-00120  4  U-Bolt  McMaster #8875T857

Rev Zone Description Date Initials
A A-6 Added Items 11 and 12  03/01/2016 DAF

SCALE 1:32

DO NOT SCALE

2016 FRC Field Assembly

2016 FRC Field Assembly

2016 FRC Field Assembly
NOTE: When you start adding the Platforms to the Field, be sure to leave enough room so that the ramps that overhang will fit between their assembly and the Guardrail.

NOTE: 2" White - Midline is taped across the middle of the field once built. After that, measurements can be taken to place the Auto Zone lines.

SEE DETAIL A
Low Bar Brace Assembly
Typical for all Low Bars
SCALE 1:4

U-Bolt protrudes a maximum of 1/2" past the surface of the Shield.

U-Bolt nut protrudes 3/8" 2 Places

From top of Platform to centerline of U-Bolt

15.0